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Abstract
This paper aims to judge educators' and students’ preferences for either CAD (CAD) or ancient hand drafting in 

operating drawings work (assignments, term comes and exams. Background: operating drawings area unit thought 
of a complicated level of technical drawings for the design discipline. Material and Methods: A pilot study with 3 focus 
teams was conducted within the design department of a governmental male university in from the previous literature 
review and pilot study, a form was designed. This form was given to twenty one educators and fifty nine students. 
Results: Educators' and students' results were virtually an equivalent, showing a preference for mistreatment the 
CAD methodology compared to the hand drafting methodology in achieving the operating drawing characteristics 
of accuracy, neatness, pen assignment changes, material presentation, simple modification, saving the drawing for 
later review, and overall quality. CAD is additionally most well-liked thanks to saving communication time and its value 
potency. However, the respondents confirmed the negative impact of CAD copy commands from previous comes 
on the understanding of operating drawings and their preference to use the hand drafting drawing methodology for 
drawing notes on web site visits.sThe operating drawings work ought to mix the CAD & hand drafting ways to utilize 
the benefits of each so as to enhance the course learning outcome.

Keywords: The colored drawing; Pigments portable; Raman 
spectroscopy; The altar of agriculture; CAD methodology

Introduction 
The importance of addressing the CAD preference in operating 

drawings work comes from the actual fact that this course is Associate 
in Nursing integral a part of design education, and plenty of students 
during this discipline face difficulties in understanding and drawing 
operating drawings once mistreatment solely the CAD methodology 
in work preparations. However, it's troublesome for these students to 
rely solely on the hand drafting methodology as a result of it needs 
additional effort and time. Most of the previous studies contributed 
to the study of CAD's impacts on subject style apply and education 
except the operating drawings works. The scientific contribution of 
this paper is that it helps to settle on the foremost convenient drawing 
methodology in operating drawings work that absolutely impacts the 
training quality of design students. The results of this analysis have 
academic worth for design program coordinators and educators. The 
advantage of this analysis is that it will reshape the operating drawings 
course per the popular drawing methodology for educators and 
students.

Processed that the utilization of CAD appeared within the mid-1970s 
and mid-1980s attributable to the widespread use of private computers 
(PCs) and commercially scaled CAD. Additionally, CAD proficiency 
failed to become a necessity for the acquisition of employment by 
graduates till the first 90s. Before its look and application, architects 
relied on ancient pen and paper drawing methodology. This drawing 
methodology was thought of a long method [1,2].

Computer-aided design (CAD) was outlined as “the method of 
mistreatment computers and specialist software system to make virtual 
three-dimensional models and two-dimensional drawings of products 
additionally, another study represented CAD as pc software system 
employed by pc systems to come up with, alter or optimize a style 
and to support precise and correct drawings. This accuracy refers to 
the software system recording lines as vectors supported mathematical 
calculations [3]. CAD software system includes AutoCAD, the choice 
among these software system programs depends on the software’s 

productivity, speed, flexibility, unfold among architects and engineers, 
license accessibility, license value and therefore the stage of the look 
method. The initial thought stages don't need accuracy and practicality; 
however they need software system that doesn't limit styled ability and 
encourages sensible design. Within the later stages and per the project 
size and budget, the creator could select primary CAD software system 
for tiny comes or building info modelling (BIM) software system for 
big and elaborated comes. 

CAD's impact on subject apply will involve nearer integrations 
between second documentation and 3D visual image. Therefore, it 
provides info on completely different drawings like subject plans, 
elevations, sections, interior drawings, landscape styles [4]. and 
construction documents additionally, above all, BIM simply and 
quickly extracts any drawings of a building together with plans, details, 
and sections with no ought to draw because it consists of data-rich 
sensible objects representing the building parts and systems of areas, 
walls, beams, and columns. Therefore, BIM improves the productivity 
level and style quality, reduces style development prices and time 
potency, and reduces building prices [5].

Discussion
Comparing CAD and hand drafting ways, CAD’s blessings area 

unit its accuracy its ability to accelerate the writing and revision 
method its ability to avoid wasting time and energy by holding 
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architects save their styles & drawings, its elimination of the necessity 
to start out from the start when a style is revised its simple repetition 
and organizing add layers, its simple undoing and deleting, and its 
ability to create several copies quickly. However, its disadvantages 
area unit that there's no original copy and it hinders subject students’ 
thoughts thanks to the benefit of quoting and incorporating aspects 
from the digital library moreover, the benefits of the hand drafting 
methodology area unit that it will increase the vary of innovation and 
ability, it provides an ingenious copy, and it will exactly specific details. 
However, its disadvantages area unit that it needs longer, particularly 
in modification; it makes it troublesome to delete things and there's no 
undo command

CAD's impact on method is that it seems to assist architects develop 
their design ideas into elaborated styles. It will modify the recent style 
complexness [6-8]. However, the designer faces limitations within the 
use of CAD. Therefore, there'll be a desire for additional information 
of programing to tackle these limitations. That will ensure the old 
chestnut of Arch. 

Technical drawings were used a protracted time past to speak 
concepts. Therefore, they're thought of to be an important a part of 
engineering and style programs. Operating drawings return as a final 
style stage within the subject style method. This stage comes once 
the stages of sketch style (conceptual sketch drawings), preliminary 
style (more elaborated sketch drawings), and definitive style (detailed 
drawings). The operating drawings rely upon the assembly of large- 
and small-scale drawings maybe additional details concerning 
materials, connections, and dimensions. These drawings may not 
be drawn by the creator, however they're accustomed communicate 
elaborated info among the development trades. CAD contains a role in 
rising the standard of operating drawings because it helps users draw 
high-quality drawings that accomplish higher documentation, fewer 
drawing errors, and bigger legibility.

In a study of the third approach within the literature on the impact 
of CAD on subject education, the utilization of CAD failed to become 
a vicinity of subject education information till the first 90s. At present, 
the subject, engineering and construction disciplines think about 
CAD and BIM as indispensable software system once beginning a 
replacement project [9-12]. Additionally to Cedi’s recommendation, 
teachers/lecturers ought to incorporate CAD software system within 
the teaching and learning method in teaching technical/graphics 
drawing studios in technology education. moreover, within the 
interior design discipline, CAD information plays Associate in Nursing 
more and more necessary role as a result of it becomes a cheap and 
technological demand for expressing style choices in an efficient means 
CAD contains a radical impact on the teaching, learning and apply of 
style Regarding the negative impacts of CAD suggested that subject 
schools' instructors 

Regarding BIM & operating drawings education, BIM is taken into 
account to be a corroborative tool for this course education as a result 
of it helps in understanding the development assemblies of varied 
building materials, system integration and technical documentation, 
illustrating construction details, and desegregation design, structure, 
and mechanical systems. However, processed the challenges of 
mistreatment BIM in construction education because the needed level 
of information required to use BIM software system, the shortage of 
reference materials, intelligent error detection and restricted selections 
of part databases. Additionally, teaching and learning BIM needs a 
better level of construction experience primarily based upon sensible 
expertise.

The literature reveals that whereas the benefits of CAD within the 
style method and subject apply are explored there's enough area for any 
analysis on the benefits of CAD within the operating drawings stage. 
The comparison between the impacts of CAD and hand drafting ways 
on subject education and style studio has been wide explored however, 
a comparison between the 2 ways in operating drawings education has 
not been according up to now. Consequently, this work has studied 
the preference of mistreatment CAD in operating drawings work. The 
outcomes of this course area unit addressing the drafting fundamentals 
of operating drawings, selecting building materials, incorporating the 
Saudi code (SBC) into operating drawings and relating the architects’ 
drawings to those made by alternative specialists. [13-15].

Conclusion
Despite the previous studies examination the impact of CAD 

and ancient hand drafting strategies on design education, this paper 
compared the utilization of each strategy in operating drawings work 
(assignments, term project and exams) solely. Additionally, consistent 
with the previous results, the bulk of educators and students choose 
to use the CAD technique in operating drawings work as a result of it 
achieves the characteristics of accuracy, neatness, large- and small-scale 
drawing presentation, pen assignment changes, material presentation, 
easy modification, saving drawings for later review and overall quality 
compared to the hand drafting technique.

Students additionally most popular the CAD technique as a result 
of its quicker and a lot of efficient than hand drafting. However, the 
bulk of respondents saw that the utilization of copy commands for 
previous comes within the CAD technique contains a negative impact 
on the understanding of operating drawings in addition, most of them 
most popular the hand drafting technique for drawing notes on web 
site visits. Finally, they see that the operating drawings work ought to 
mix the CAD & hand drafting strategies.
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